
UNIT 6 GENDER EQUALITY 

TEST 1 (22-23) 

STRESS 

1. A. abandon B. dependent  

C. preference D. exhausted 

2. A. unequal B. enrolment  

C. encourage D. minimum 

3. A. physically  B. equality  

C.remarkable D. discriminate 

4. A. minimum B. influence  

C. violence   D. contribute 

5. A. environment B. education   

C. independent  D. governmental 

6. A. encourage B. contribute C. delicious D. difference 

MCQ 

7. The food should be ________by your sister . 

A. prepared B. prepare C. prepairs D. preparing 

8. The project must be __________ by Tom. 

A. finish B. finished C. finishes D. finishing 

9. Smoking ____________ by your father.  

A. might give up  B. should be given up  

C. can give up   D. could give up 

10. The party __________ by my parents. 

A. will hold   B. is holding  

C. will be held   D. can hold 

11. Many parents think that junk food___________in 

schools 

A. should not sell   B. should not be selling 

C. won’t sell    D. should not be sold 

12. Jack has a right to know. He _______the news 

immediately. If you don't do it, I will. 

A. ought to tell  B. ought to be told 

C. may tell  D. may be told 

13. Gender discrimination _______ in order to create a 

better society. 

A. must eliminate B. may be eliminating  

C. must be eliminated D. ought to eliminate 

14. Educated women are becoming less dependent ____ 

their husbands’ decisions. 

A. about B.of  C.on  D. for 

15. This policewoman is famous ____ her courage and 

strong will. 

A. with  B. for  C. on  D. about 

16. Not many people are aware ____ male preference in 

this company. 

A. for  B. on  C. about D of 

17. Our government has done a lot to ___________ gender 

inequality 

A. eliminateB. elimination C. eliminating D. eliminates 

18.  Both women  and men  should be given equal  rights 

for  _________ and employment. 

A. education  B. educational     

C. educationally     D.  educate 

19. Having good education enables women to achieve 

____. 

A. equality B. equal C. unequal D. equally 

20. For many_________parents, balancing their jobs and 

their family obligations can be a challenge. 

A. doing  B. working C. making D. producing 

21.  She makes fun of me because I am from Africa. It is 

a__________ discrimination. 

A. gender B. race  C. education  D. age 

22. Gender discrimination in______ makes it difficult for 

women to do men’s jobs. 

A. education B. employment C. race D. entertainment 

23. Many people in our country still think married women 

shouldn’t ______ a career.  

A. pursue B. work  C. carry  D. make  

24. Traditional women are often passive and ________ 

their husbands  

A. dependent on  B. independent of  

C. equal to   D. inequal to 

25. Family values are likely to __________ from 

generation to generation. 

A. send to B. pass down C. give up D. bring 

up 

Mark the letter A. B. C, or D to indicate the word(s) 

CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in the 

following question. 

26. This year, more girls enrolled on courses in art and 

design. 

A. avoided  B. inserted C. erased D. enlisted 

27. How are governments addressing the problem of 

inequality in wages? 

A. focusing on B. going on  C. depending onD. talking 

about 

 

Mark the letter A. B. C, or D to indicate the word(s) 

OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in the 

following question. 

28. The United Kingdom has made a remarkable progress 

in gender equality. 

A. insignificant  B. impressive C. notable D. famous 

29. People have eliminated poverty and hunger in many 

parts of the world. 

A. created B. eradicated C. released D. wiped  

MISTAKES 

1. We must stop discrimination on people coming from 

the rural area.(discriminating) 

2. My brother is good with cooking and he can cook very 

delicious food.(at) 

3. Women in rural areas might be forced to work both at 

home but on the fields.(and) 

6. Some people think that girls shouldn’t be allowed to 

going to university.(to go) 

 

WRITING 

* Rewrite the following sentences as directed 

1. Students should prepare new lessons before they go to 

school.(Change into Passive voice) 

New lessons ___________________________________ 

2. Students should do homework before they go to school. 

(Change into Passive voice) 

Homework _____________________________ 

3. They may complete the report on environment by 

Sunday. (Change into Passive voice) 

The report ________________________________ 

4. Governments should improve education in rural 

areas.(Change into Passive voice) 

Education __________________________________ 

5. They should have cleaned the room.(Change into Passive 

voice) 

_________________________________________ 



6. Nobody can understand the problem. (Change into 

Passive voice) 

_____________________________________________ 

7. Will he repair the car? (Change into Passive voice) 

_____________________________________________ 

8. Governments should help the poor in the remote village. 

(Change into Passive voice) 

_____________________________________________ 

9. Visitors to the zoo are not allowed to feed the animals. 

(must) 

The animals________________________________  

10. The students are not permitted to bring books from the 

library home. (must) 

Books from the library 

______________________________________ 

Write a paragraph ( 80-100 words) about the surgeon job. 

- Is the job traditionally done by men or women? 

- What are the main responsibilities of the job? 

- What qualities do people need for the job? 

 TEST 2  (23-24) 

I/ SPEAKING: 1-1-1 

Topic: Talk about some negative effects of child marriage 

-Health Troubles: their bodies might not be ready for 

pregnancy. -> many problems during childbirth, dangerous 

for both the mom and the baby. 

-Stopping School: leave school -> lack of knowledge -> 

unable to get good jobs… 

- Domestic violence… 

  

Q1: At what age is a man or a woman allowed to get 

marriage?  

-> According to the 2014 Law on Marriage and Family, a 

man who is fully 20 years old or older and a woman who is 

fully 18 years or older are allowed to get married. 

Q2: According to you, what age is the best for a girl  to get 

marriage? Why? 

…. 

II/ STRESS: 4 

1. A. physical B. domestic    C. delicious   D. encourage 

2. A. medical       B. celebrate   C. dependent   D. different  

 3. A. organize        B. benefit      C. educate      D. develop 

4. A. fantastic   B. discover      C. excellent      D. domestic 

III/ GRAMMAR: 1-2-1 

5. Women should___________ the same salaries as men 

for doing the same jobs.  

A. gave  B. be given   C. to give  D. given 

6. We  ________ stop when traffic lights are red. 

A. might            B. should                 C. must  D. can 

7. Your room _________ before I come back. 

A. could be cleaned             B. must be cleaning      

C. must be cleaned              D. can be cleaning 

8. Some people still think married women ____ to work. 

A. shouldn’t allow      B.  shouldn’t be allowed 

C. mustn’t allow         D.  couldn’t be allowed  

9. Girls __________ to get married before the age of 18.  

A. shouldn’t be forced   B. can’t be forced  

C. might not be forced   D. shouldn’t have been forced 

IV/ VOCABULARY: 3-1-1 

10. It is interesting to know that women and men earn 

_____ pay in the army.  

A. equally      B. equal       C. equality      D. unequally 

11. We should all celebrate her _______ as a surgeon. 

A. succeed  B. success  C. successful  D. successfully 

12. Girls who receive a(n)_____ are less likely to marry 

young.  

A. education  B. educate   C. educating   D. educated 

13. Women are more likely to be victims of ______ 

violence.  

A. domestic B. household C. home D. family 

14. Women are often paid less than men. _______, women 

have to work longer than men to earn the same amount of 

money. 

A. On the contrary   B. However  

C. In other words D. Therefore 

Synonym:0-1-1 

15. Many countries now allow and encourage women to 

join the army and the police forces. 

A. permit B. force  C. make D. prevent 

16. There are still girls who are forced to get married 

before the age of 18 

A. do something unwanted  B. do something necessary 



C. do something interesting D. do something frightening 

Antonym: 0-1-1 

17. We should encourage women to join more social 

activities. 

A. prevent B. stimulate C. permit D. advise 

18. She is a very generous woman. She has given most of 

her wealth to a charity organization. 

A. unwilling to give money     B. willing to give money  

C. unpeasant to receive things   D. unfriendly to everyone 

V: ERROR: 1-1 

19. . Statistics should be shown that fewer girls than boys 

go to school or stay long at school. 

20. Many women can't be worked long hours because they 

have to take care of their families. 

VI. SENTENCE TRANSFORM: 0-2-2-0 

21. They may complete the project on the environment by 

June. (passive voice) 

=> The project (on the environment may be completed by 

June. ) 

22.They should provide the homeless with food and 

clothes. (passive voice) 

=> The homeless (should be provided with food and 

clothes.) 

23. Women /still not equal / men in today's society, / 

governments, organisations and individuals must/ work 

together / achieve gender equality.   

(-> Women are still not equal to men in today's society, and 

(so) governments, organisations and individuals must work 

together to achieve gender equality) 

5/ Child marriage also/ carry/ serious health risks / young 

girls / not physically developed / give birth. 

(-> Child marriage also carries serious health risks as 

young girls are not physically developed to give birth.) 

VII. PARAGRAPH 

Write a paragraph (100 - 120 words) some sollutions to 

child marriage , use the cues given: 

- Educating girls 

-  Giving girls the right to decide their future 

- Educating parents and other adults 

… 

 

UNIT 7 VIET NAM & INTERNATIONAL 

ORGANISATIONS 

TEST 1 (22-23) 

Pronunciation: 

1. A. benefit      B. organise        C. develop            D. 

medical 

2. A. celebrate      B. physical         C. technical     D. 

discover 

3. A. important        B. salary      C. educate          D. 

possible 

Grammar & Vocabualry 

5. In Vietnam, it is normally ………….in the South than in 

the North. 

 A.hot   B. hotter        C. hottest    D. as hot 

6. The boy is ________than his brother. 

 A.as tall    B. tall    C. taller D. tallest 

7. Her literature result is much …………than it was last 

year. 

A. good   B. well  C. as well D. better 

8. Cinderella danced ……………than any other girls at the 

ball. 

A. more graceful          B. graceful                     

C. gracefully            D. more gracefully 

9. Tuan writes more ……..…..with fewer mistakes than he 

did in the previous term.  

A.careless        B. careful         C. carefully          D. 

carelessly 

10. Because of poorly designed packaging, our products 

are…………… foreign products. 

A. less competitive than   B. more competitive  than       

C. the least competitive     D. the most competitive 

11.UNICEF particularly  aims to support 

……………children all over the world. 

A. more disadvantaged than        B. the most disadvantaged              

C. the most advanntaged             D. more advantaged than 

12. Viet Nam welcomes foreign businesses who want to 

……………. in the economy. 

A. invest         B. invested     C.  investor    D. 

investment 

13. We commit to use the donations…………... We have 

signed an agreement on this. 

A. effect    B. effective      C. effectively     D. 

effected 

14. Viet Nam’s colleges and universities can also accept 

……………. students. 

A. nation    B. internation    

C.  nationality   D. international  

15. Viet Nam is ………. to develop friendly relations with 

other countries. 

A. willing       B. unwillingness     C. willingly  D. 

unwillingly 

16. Greater educational opportunities abroad are now open 

………….. Vietnamese students.  

A. with           B. to            C. for                          D. of 

17. UNDP has committed to provide Viet Nam …………. 

technical support and advice. 

A. with       B. of      C. into       D. for 

18. Organising different festivals helps Viet Nam 

…………… local customs and values. 

A. protect       B. provide        C. exchange      D. 

promote 

19. We need to improve the ………….. of goods and 

services so that they can enter new markets. 



A. quality        B. amount        C. quantity            D.   

number 

20. Our country has become one of the most popular 

………… for foreign tourists in the region. 

A. organisations     B. destinations    

 C. markets      D. stages 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) 

CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of 

the following questions. 

21.When they leave school, they should have necessary 

skills and knowledge to work in a fast-changing world. 

A. successful        B. popular               C. essential            

D. creative 

 22.The organisation particularly aims to create 

opportunities for all children in Viet Nam to attend school, 

learn and succeed. 

A. increase something           B. refuse something           C. 

make something happen D. make something better 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) 

OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each 

of the following questions. 

23. UNDP has done a lot to help developing countries 

reduce poverty. 

A. prosperity      B. challenge      C. hunger D. happiness 

24. The programme helps promote equal participation in 

society and a culture in which people respect each other. 

A. get on well with somebody             B. have a good 

opinion of somebody 

B. look down on somebody              D. look up to 

somebody 

ERROR 

1. Some imported goods are the cheaper than locally 

produced goods. 

2. No one is the happiest than the bride and the groom on 

the day of their wedding. 

3. Since Viet Nam became a member of ASEAN, it has 

become more actively in the regional  

activities. 

4. It is also easily for Vietnamese people to travel abroad. 

    A              B                                            C             D 

Transformation: 

1. Russia is bigger than any other country in the world.  

-> Russia is the biggest country in the world. 

2. No ocean in the world is deeper than the Pacific. 

 -> The Pacific is the deepest ocean in the world. 

3. Jane is cleverer than any other child in her family. 

-> Jane is the cleverest child in her family 

4. No organisation is larger than the United Nations. 

->The United Nations is the largest international 

organisation.  

5. In the past, our country wasn't as active on the 

International stage as it is today. (more) 

-> Today, our country is more active on the International 

than it was in the past. 

6. Viet Nam wasn’t as attractive to foreign tourists as it is 

nowadays. (more) 

-> Nowadays, Viet Nam is more attractive to foreign 

tourists than it was (in the past.) 

7.The international market wasn’t as competitive as it is 

now. (more) 

-> The international market is now more competitive than 

it was 

Topic: In about 80 - 100 words, write a paragraph about 

the benefits for Viet Nam as a member of international 

organisation, following the guidelines below. 

- Promote its culture and get to know other cultures. 

- Create more educational opportunities for both 

Vietnamese and foreign students. 

- Increase both local and international tours. 

TEST 2 (23-24) 

I. STRESS:  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 

indicate the word that differs from the other three in 

the position of the primary stress in each of the 

following questions 

1. A. recommend  B. volunteer   C. 

understand   D. potential  

2. A. suspicion B. telephone  C. relation 

 D. direction  

3. A. reduction  B. popular  C. financial  

 D. romantic 

4. A. discover   B. difficult   C. 

invention   D. important  

II. GRAMMAR: 1-2-1 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet   to 

indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

5.Detective books are.............. than science fiction ones. 

A. more interesting          B. 

interestingly       

C. the most  interesting              D. 

interesting 

6. This is ____________ book I have ever read. 

A. interesting         B. more  

interesting  

C. the most interestingly       D. 

the most interesting 

7. The weather in the afternoon is even _____________  

that in the morning. 

A. bad          B. badly        C. worse 

than      D. the worst 

8. He rode a bike ………… in his group.  

A. more careful       B. more careless   C. 

the most carefully     D. the most careful 

III. VOCABULARY: 3-1-1 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet   to 

indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

9. Our government has supported local businesses to 

expand their ______ in other countries. 

A.act    B. active     C.  activities     D. actively  

10.The International Red Cross helps people in need 

without any discrimination based on _______, race, 

religion, class or political opinions. 

A.national  B.nationally  

 C.nationality   D.native 

11. In former days, after the battles soldiers on both sides 

died or were left wounded on the field without any 

_______ attendance and basic care. 

A.medicine  B.medical  

 C.medication   D.medically 

12.Which project will certainly ………….more benefits to 

people in our village? 



A. bring         B. commit  C. 

improve  D. support 

13. Viet Nam is ________ develop friendly relations with 

other countries. 

  A. worried about  B. tired of  C. 

full of  D.willing to 

. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) 

CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each 

of the following questions. 

14. They are also taught essential skills for the job market. 

A. unimportant         B. necessary         C. additional           

D. persuasive 

15. In most American families, parents have less influence 

on their children than those in other parts of the world. 

A. power  B. effect  C. 

attention  D. care   

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) 

OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each 

of the following questions…. 

16. To an American, success is the result of hard work and 

self-reliance. 

A. devotion  B. industry  C. laziness

  D. enthusiasm 

17. Stores everywhere compete to sell their distinctive 

versions of Christmas cake before the holiday. 

A. different  B. various  C. similar

  D. special 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined 

part that needs correction in each of the following 

questions. 

18. No international organization is the largest than the 

United Nation 

               A                                      B     C                  D 

 

19.This is one of   higher  buildings in the city. 

       A                         B        C           D 

IV. Rewrite the sentences as directed 

1. In many places, imported goods are not as expensive as 

locally produced goods. 

=> In many places, locally produced goods……….….( 

more expensive than imported goods) 

2.No student in my school is intelligent than Nam 

=> Nam  …….…( is the most intelligent student in my 

school.) 

3. This is the best book I have ever read. 

=> I have ……....( never read a better book than this one.) 

4. I've never met any more dependable person than George. 

=> George is...........( the most dependable person I have 

ever met) 

 

V.  Paragraph :  

*Write a paragraph ( 80-100 words) about UNICEF’s 

support for Viet Nam’s education. 

.Follow the guidelines below. 

           -Providing opportunities for all children to attend 

school and learn. 

          - Helping teenagers learn necessary skills for the job 

market                                    

         - Giving disadvantaged teenagers a chance to 

continue their education. 

 

Speaking 

“A short talk about an international organization that 

you know about” 

 You should say: 

   -what the organization is 

   -what its main aims and activities are 

   -what it does to help Viet Nam  

-  

Questions 

  1.Talk about some activities that organization does 

  2. Why do we need this organization in Viet Nam ? 

 

 

 


